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QUESTION 1

A company wants to migrate its web application to AWS. The legacy web application consists of a web tier, an
application tier, and a MySQL database. The re-architected application must consist of technologies that do not require
the administration team to manage instances or clusters. Which combination of services should a solutions architect
include in the overall architecture? (Select TWO) 

A. Amazon Aurora Serverless 

B. Amazon EC2 Spot Instances 

C. Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) 

D. Amazon RDS for MySQL 

E. AWS Fargate 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

The following are AWS Storage services? Choose 2 Answers 

A. AWS Relational Database Service (AWS RDS) 

B. AWS EIastiCache 

C. AWS Glacier 

D. AWS Import/Export 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

A company receives 10 TB of instrumentation data each day from several machines located at a single factory. The
data consists of JSON files stored on a storage area network (SAN) in an on- premises data center located within the
factory. The company wants to send this data to Amazon S3 where it can be accessed by several additional systems
that provide critical near-real-lime analytics. A secure transfer is important because the data is considered sensitive. 

Which solution offers the MOST reliable data transfer? 

A. AWS DataSync over public internet 

B. AWS DataSync over AWS Direct Connect 

C. AWS Database Migration Service (AWS DMS) over public internet 

D. AWS Database Migration Service (AWS DMS) over AWS Direct Connect 

Correct Answer: B 
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These are some of the main use cases for AWS DataSync: ?Data migration ?Move active datasets rapidly over the
network into Amazon S3, Amazon EFS, or FSx for Windows File Server. DataSync includes automatic encryption and
data integrity validation to help make sure that your data arrives securely, intact, and ready to use. "DataSync includes
encryption and integrity validation to help make sure your data arrives securely, intact, and ready to use."
https://aws.amazon.com/datasync/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has several web servers that need to frequently access a common Amazon RDS MySQL Multi-AZ instance.
The company wants a secure method for the web servers to connect to thedatabase while meeting a security
requirement to rotate user credentials frequently. A company has several web servers that need to frequently access a
common Amazon ROS MySQL Muto-AZ DB instance The company wants a secure method for the web servers to
connect to the database while meeting a security requirement to rotate user credentials frequently 

Which solution meets these requirements^ 

A. Store the database user credentials in AWS Secrets Manager Grant the necessary 1AM permissions to allow the
web servers to access AWS Secrets Manager 

B. Store the database user credentials m AWS Systems Manager OpsCenter Grant the necessary 1AM permissions to
allow the web servers to access OpsCenter 

C. Store the database user credentials in a secure Amazon S3 bucket Grant the necessary 1AM permissions to allow
the web servers to retrieve credentials and access the database 

D. Store the database user credentials in fries encrypted with AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) on the web
server file system The web server should be able to decrypt the files and access the database 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A company uses 50 TB of data for reporting. The company wants to move this data from on premises to AWS A custom
application in the company\\'s data center runs a weekly data transformation job. The company plans to pause the
application until the data transfer is complete and needs to begin the transfer process as soon as possible. 

The data center does not have any available network bandwidth for additional workloads A solutions architect must
transfer the data and must configure the transformation job to continue to run in the AWS Cloud. 

Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead? 

A. Use AWS DataSync to move the data Create a custom transformation job by using AWS Glue 

B. Order an AWS Snowcone device to move the data Deploy the transformation application to the device 

C. Order an AWS Snowball Edge Storage Optimized device. Copy the data to the device. Create a custom
transformation job by using AWS Glue 

D. Order an AWS D. Snowball Edge Storage Optimized device that includes Amazon EC2 compute Copy the data to
the device Create a new EC2 instance on AWS to run the transformation application 
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Correct Answer: C 
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